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basildon, billericay and Wickford CvS
is registered charity (1148943) and a
company limited by guarantee (8028602).
We are governed by trustees who are
nominated and elected by our members.
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I

have great pleasure in
presenting this annual review
of the work of basildon,
billericay and Wickford Council
for voluntary Service (bbWCvS).
nationally the press and the Charity
Commission remained pre-occupied
with the fall-out from the demise
of Kids Company’s. locally we
listened to the debate and made
sure that our own house was in
good working order. We took steps
to secure external accreditation and
maintained an ongoing review of
our own policies including health
and safety, ensuring robust risk
assessments were carried out and
reviewing our operational plan as
well as our ﬁnancial procedures.
one result of this was that the
CvS secured pQaSSo accreditation,
meeting the requirements for
Charity Commission endorsement.
the auditor advised that the CvS
has a strong board of trustees
with a broad range of skills; that
there is a clear sense of direction
within the organisation; that
annual surveys and feedback
from local groups demonstrated
high levels of satisfaction with the
work that the small and closelyknit staff team provided. He
concluded “that the organisation
also has an impressive history of
partnership working, locally, countywide and across the region”.
naturally, we are delighted and,
as a board, we remain committed to
maintaining these high standards.
the positive feedback received

from our membership survey
indicates we remain on track.
I would like to add my personal
thanks to the staff team and the
other trustees who took part in
interviews with the auditor.

Our Future Plans
In our last review, we noted
the publication of our strategic
plan for 2016–19. the vision,
mission, values and strategic
aims set out in that plan remain:
● We need to be more
technologically savvy.
● We need to act as a lever
bringing in new resources to
the sector, including social
investment, crowd funding
and pro-bono support.
● We need to be the enabler
of voice and the advocate
of community action.
● We need to develop and promote
engagement with potential
corporate sector partners which
can offer pro bono support
through volunteering, mentoring
and board membership.
● We need to promote and
develop the ‘time economy’, coproduction and good volunteering
practices. above all, we need to
help the sector with foresight to
manage change because the pace
of change is not going to be slow.
We have made some progress
against some of these objectives
this year. for example, we acquired
a new database essex Connects.
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body and continually challenges
our members to do the same.
Basildon, Billericay & Wickford | CVS
● Work with funders at all
levels to develop creative and
sustainable solutions to secure
the future of infrastructure.
● ensure robust evaluation
of the services of the Social
prescribing project.
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“none of this work
could be achieved
without the funding
and, equally
importantly, the
support of our partners.
So, we want to place
on record our thanks
to our core funders
and partners.”

this will enable us to showcase the
great work delivered by the sector
locally. the work of the volunteer
Centre continues to develop under
the capable leadership of emily
lawrence. We have also continued
to prove effective at bringing in
new resources to the sector.
the CvS board will support and
promote the implementation of
this plan during the forthcoming
year. Speciﬁcally, we will:
● Continue to help organisations
to evaluate and communicate
their impact. We will do this
by developing a new health
check and audit process.
● ensure that the CvS itself
complies with and models the
best qualities of an infrastructure

none of this work could be
achieved without the funding and,
equally importantly, the support
of our partners. So, we want to
place on record our thanks to
our core funders and partners:
basildon borough Council,
essex County Council, and essex
County Council public Health.
finally, thanks are due to my
fellow trustees, staff and to our
members for their ongoing support
and work to make a thriving,
effective voluntary and community
sector in basildon and essex.

Stella Calkin
BBWCVS Chair
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“this year we
secured £486,844
new money for
local groups to
invest in local
provision.”
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STANDARD 1

Development

A

s an organisation, we
aim to support the
identiﬁcation of needs
in the local community
and facilitate innovation and
improvements in service provision
to meet those needs. We aim to
meet those needs by providing
support to groups bidding for
funding; by offering local groups
access to funding research
packages and by playing an
active role on local funding panels
in order to inﬂuence positively
the level of external funding
attracted into the borough.
our offer of funding advice
continues to prove popular and
effective. to evaluate the impact of
this work, we monitor the success
rate of external applications
submitted by the voluntary and
community sector with support
from the CvS every six months. We
also track the amount of external
funding attracted into the borough

with support from the CvS. We are
therefore pleased to report that
this year we secured £486,844 new
money for local groups to invest
in local provision. Consequently,
groups such as basildon
Homestart, basildon Community
arts and northlands Community
association were able to provide
new or enhanced services. this
enabled the community to have
more support for parenting and
to improve local support for those
furthest from employment.
We undertake this work in
partnership with other funders.
this year, two funders were very
important and our thanks go to
them. they were the people’s Health
trust and essex County Council.
We worked in partnership with the
people’s Health trust to promote
awareness of its funding by hosting
three brieﬁng sessions. This resulted
in successful applications by three
charities who secured £102,125.
We previously reported on our
work with the big lottery and
the South east local enterprise
partnership to promote access to
the building better opportunities
fund. this resulted in funding
for six providers who received
in excess of £6million from the
fund. We are looking forward to
working with them to help local
delivery in basildon and essex.
last December, at our end of year
forum, we took the opportunity to
review the year. participants were
able to share information and advice
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assessments/appraisals, in-depth
reviews, as well as discussions of
projects in 1:1 sessions. However
it is clear from this feedback that
there is still much work to do.
the CvS acts as a “trusted
local organisation” (tlo) for the
‘Heart of pitsea’ big local delivery
area. a tlo is the body chosen
by the big local partnership to
administer and account for the
distribution of funding and/or
deliver activities or services on
behalf of the big local partnership.
We were delighted to have been
asked to continue this role.
this year, the big local
partnership welcomed Gill buttwell
as a project administrator and she
is already proving to be a valuable
addition to the team. the team has
also been joined by Jan Stobart who
acts as a big local representative
and provides invaluable advice and
experience to decision making.
More details of the work of the
Heart of pitsea, including a slide
show and a separate annual
report for the Heart of pitsea, can
be found on the CvS website.
finally this year we served on a
number of external funding panels.
they were the essex Community
foundation panel thriving third
Sector fund, helping to shape the
future direction and activity of the
fund; and the essex Community
Initiative Judging panel 2016-17.
.

CASE STuDY
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basildon Community arts
(bCa): this group accepted
advice to register with HMrC
for tax exemption as setting
| CVS
up as
a charity was not
Basildon, Billericay & Wickford
advisable given the nature
of membership, objectives
and income. regular
support was provided in
the creation of a HMrC
account and subsequent
registration and submission
of required evidence.

on how they addressed challenges
and the impact on their work. Many
reﬂected on the loss of external
funding, with limited and inaccessible
commissioning opportunities often
leading to the breakdown in preexisting partnership arrangements.
participants said that they were
“de-motivated” and could not ﬁnd
the time and capacity to complete
funding bids. In response to
these discussions, we developed
a number of “Meet the funder”
sessions to provide our groups/
members face-to-face sessions with
locality managers. two funders, the
veolia trust and lloyds foundation
trust rose to the challenge and
provided participants with the
opportunity to have preliminary
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“our information
service is available
via our website,
with newsletters
and electronic
bulletins keeping
members informed
and up-to-date.”

STANDARD 2

Supporting the sector

A

s an organisation, we
aim to support local
voluntary organisations
and community
groups to fulﬁl their missions
more effectively. We do this in
a number of different ways. for
example, by enabling local and
regional organisations to identify
and access a variety of sources
and types of income; by providing
learning opportunities that support
the personal, professional and
organisational development.

keeping members informed
our information service is available
via our website, with newsletters
and electronic bulletins keeping
members informed and up-todate. this enables us to promote
and celebrate good practice
and helps members better
understand emerging issues.
our fortnightly electronic bulletin
has a distribution list of over
200 subscribers, including CvS
members, staff and volunteers
of other voluntary organisations,
commissioners and funders. We
are very proud of this product and
this is reﬂected in the positive
feedback we continue to receive.
During the year we continued
to develop our social media
presence establishing twitter and
facebook pages. twitter has been
used to highlight issues we feel
are important as well as reaching
new parts of the sector. this new
communications strand has been
6
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well received and, with over 200
followers, our numbers continue to
grow. none of this would have been
achievable without the support
of our social media volunteers
and our thanks go to them.

At the Heart of Health
last year, it was noted that
supporting and promoting the
role of charities and community
groups in improving people’s
health and wellbeing is becoming
an increasingly important part of
infrastructure work. this is largely
driven by growing evidence that
giving people control can improve
health outcomes and increase
efﬁciency. This year was no different
with our work on Social prescribing,
health intervention training, Staying
Well at Winter, basildon Hospital’s
Stepping up to Green campaign all
making a contribution to reducing
health pressures in the borough.
to promote good practice
in partnership working and
collaboration, this year we were
actively involved in the delivery
of a local Social prescription
service. this is covered at length
elsewhere in this report.
to promote awareness of the
important role the sector can play,
we hosted a “Health Intervention
training” session in collaboration
with provide. provide are a social
enterprise provider of a range of
community services that care,
nurture and empower individuals
and communities to live better
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lives. the training targeted health
professionals and service user
facing organisations who can
offer health and wellbeing advice
and signposting. the session
highlighted the range of Health
and Wellbeing services available
in essex as well as the effects of
poor lifestyle choices on health.
Central to our work in this area
is the notion of developing local
health solutions from community
based assets. this also remains
critical to our use of Warm Homes
funding. With the assistance of a
modest grant from essex County
Council, we are able to provide
funds to local providers who work
directly with those most at risk.
expressions of interest were
received from 7 organisations
who requested £12,085.00 funds.
applications included Christmas
Day lunch provision for those
identiﬁed by social care as isolated
and alone and a Warm Homes
project targeted at those with
disabilities. Whilst not all were
progressed, as a CvS, we are
keen to provide on-going support
to develop some of these ideas
further. Instead we were able to
provide £5,856 to DIal, the George
Hurd Centre, St Mungos, the
Community resource Centre and
the nevendon Senior Social Clubs.
In addition, offers of support
were made to the basildon
Homeless Working Group who
developed basildon’s winter night
shelter provision. Whilst this offer

was not utilised with blankets
and other provision sourced
elsewhere, we are now part of
the working group planning for
winter provision in 2017-18.
as part of this campaign, Stay
Well at Winter leaﬂets were also
distributed to local libraries
and Gp surgeries in pitsea and
laindon from where the Social
prescribing service operates .
the impact of this work was
signiﬁcant and we are pleased
to advise that the resulting
activities enabled us to support
979 different interventions, the
third highest in the county.

NEVENDON SENIOR SOCIAL
Basildon,
Billericay
& Wickford | CVS
CLuB – kEEP
WARM,
kEEP
WELL, CHAT AND SHARE
SESSIONS JANuARY
2017 – MARCH 2017

the |aim
of the work was to
Basildon, Billericay & Wickford
CVS

Training
this year, we delivered eight
training events and workshops. In
partnership with victim Support,
the Suzy lamplugh trust, the
people’s Health trust, provide
and Colchester CvS, the sessions
covered a range of issues including
personal Safety training, Hate Crime
awareness, and auto enrolment.
the sessions attracted over
70 delegates and were very
well received. It is important
to stress that much of this
provision is user lead, so thank
you all for your feedback.

support residents from the
seven sheltered housing
blocks in Wickford to
improve communication,
become more aware of
their neighbours’ needs
and to help to prevent cold
related illnesses and deaths
by tackling loneliness and
social isolation by bringing
their communities together.

the project involved five
weekly two hour sessions,
with guest speakers,
signposting information,
light refreshments and
entertainment. the project
was delivered at a number
of different locations - eliot
Close, bradwell Court,
Halstead Court, Keats
Way, Meadow Court,
Spencer’s Court and pine
Close. Speakers included
representatives from age
Concern, DIal, the papworth
trust and the Community
agents. DIal delivered
Winter Warmth packs for
residents at two of the
sessions. they covered
income maximisation and
keeping well during winter.
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“We hosted eight
networking events
including
relaunching
the volunteer
managers forum.”

STANDARD 3

Enabling collaboration

W

e remain
committed to
facilitating effective
communication
and collaboration amongst
local voluntary organisations
and community groups and
between different sectors. We
do this by networking, working
collaboratively, sharing resources
and creating and promoting
formal networking opportunities.

Essex Connects
one way we support effective
collaboration is by providing
information on local voluntary
organisations and groups. to
improve the way we provide
this information this year,
we launched essex Connects
and Connect Well essex.
this is a searchable, online tool
which has been described as the

8
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“Home of Social prescribing in
essex.” Its aim is to be able to
provide a comprehensive directory
of local community services,
promote the wealth of community
services in your local area and
provide a resource for health and
social care professionals and the
general public in order to search
for appropriate providers. So, if
you are a patient or a social or
health care professional and you
are you looking to join a local
club or group or want to contact
a self-help group for support with
a health condition or are trying
to ﬁnd a local charity, then Essex
Connects is the place to go.
please have a look and tell us
what you think. We are keen to
populate essex Connects with
as many providers as possible
so, if you want to highlight your
service, please let us know.
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VCS Network
our network events bring the
voluntary and community sector
together. this year, we hosted
eight networking events including
relaunching the volunteer managers
forum. We were delighted to
welcome ruth Stephens, the new
big lottery relationship manager
for the county, to one session
and wish her all the best in this
important new role. these events
are very much driven by our
members and partners and they
continue to be well received.
another aim of the networks
is to share and promote good
practice. this year, sessions on
Gift aid and funding were led by
St lukes and basildon Homestart
– so our thanks to them.

there is an increased emphasis
from funders on the need to
assess impact. accordingly,
participants are asked to consider
things that they will do as a
result of the forums. feedback
indicates that the information
and networking information is
shared, ensuring wider reach of
the issues and themes raised, and
that they develop positive links
with other providers to improve
referrals and signposting.

“our network events
bring the voluntary
and community
sector together.”
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“Supporting and
promoting the role
of charities and
community groups
in improving
people’s health and
wellbeing is a major
part of our work.”

STANDARD 4

Inﬂuence/
Strategic Partnership

A

s a CvS, we aim to
support local voluntary
organisations and
community groups
to inﬂuence policies, plans
and practices that have an
impact on their organisations
and beneﬁciaries.
During the year, we continued
to work in partnership with the
local and national public sector
to shape service provision and
delivery as well as articulating
the sectors concerns.
nationally, politics was
dominated by the european
referendum campaign. the voice
of the voluntary sector during the
campaign was very quiet so we
used our newsletter to provide
some redress. We highlighted

what charities needed to know- for
instance, where can groups ﬁnd
information on the implications
for charities? What were the
rules concerning campaigning
and the implication of the
parliamentary lobbying bill?
for many, it seems that we are
very remote from these issues
but they continue to have a very
real impact on the ground both
locally in basildon and across
essex. this is illustrated elsewhere
by the £6 million invested into
vCS employment led projects.
to address this, local CvSs wrote
to essex based leave campaigners
expressing concerns about the
potential impact of a leave vote
on eu funding for the sector.
Mps Stephen Metcalfe, John baron
and priti patel all responded and
so our thanks go to them. typical
of the response was the view
expressed by John baron Mp who
stated that “there is no reason why
a british Government outside the eu
should not match, or even exceed,
current levels of eu spending inside
the uK by drawing upon large sums
of money saved by discontinuing
our subscription to brussels”.

Big Lottery new policy
directions should recognise
local infrastructure
We also responded to the
Government Consultation on new
10
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policy directions for the big lottery
fund (July 2016). our concerns were
mirrored by navCa, the national
membership charity for local
infrastructure, in their response.
the navCa response called
for an acknowledgement of the
contribution local infrastructure
makes. It highlights the crucial role
of local infrastructure in making sure
the big lottery fund receives quality
applications from a representative
spread of organisations, particularly
in those communities most in need
of investment. the lottery does not
pay for this help and in effect they

are free-riding and threatening the
sustainability of local infrastructure.
We also attended a meeting
with navCa and a number of
other CvS members with Dawn
austwick, Chief executive of the
big lottery fund in September.
this provided an ideal opportunity
to continue this discussion.
We await the outcome of the
consultation with interest.
As Chief Ofﬁcer, much of the time
is spent supporting partnership
meetings, advocating on behalf
of the sector and discussing
local strategies. this year, we

represented the sector on the
following strategic partnership
boards or working groups:
● basildon Civil and
Military partnership
● basildon Health and Well
being partnership
● basildon’s partnership education,
employment and Skills board
● South east local enterprise
partnership european Structural
and Investment fund.
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Social Prescription Project Report
“During the year, we
worked with 38
core providers to
provide support to
patients and we are
indebted to them
for their important
contributions. ”

A

s reported last year,
we were one of seven
Social prescribing pilots
funded across essex
during the period 2015-2017.
Social prescribing is a term for
a project or programme that
links patients with non-clinical
treatment (social or physical)
within their community. the
overarching objectives for the Social
prescribing services were to:
● improve the health and
wellbeing of individuals
through early intervention
and reduce the dependency
on public sector services;
● increase the role and capability
of the voluntary and community
sector (vCS) in providing support
12
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for an individual’s needs and
in mobilising communities
to support care needs;
● build a more integrated approach
between health and social care
and its engagement with the vCS.
formally launched in May, our
unloCKInG SoCIal preSCrIbInG
event received contributions from
Janet Wheatley, Ceo voluntary
action rotherham, John leslie, the
basildon and brentwood Clinical
Commissioning Group accountable
Ofﬁcer, Krishna Ramkhelawon
from public Health essex and
Jean broadbent our project lead.
Materials from the event can be
found on the service’s website.
During the year, the service

supported 275 clients and made
referrals to 291 vCS organisations. In
part, this work was possible thanks
to the support we received from our
5 volunteers who worked on the
project during the year. all received
training in mental health awareness,
brief interventions and safeguarding.
they gave many valuable hours
to support the project attending
appointments, maintaining contacts
with patients and undertaking
evaluation surveys at three and
ﬁve months. They also worked with
partners to deliver festive hampers
to vulnerable elderly clients in
partnership with age Matters,
basildon. So, our thanks go to Gill
Morrell, amanda nichols, lawrence
Hill, anita Hagen and Jay nair.
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the service was the subject of a
rigorous evaluation programme
by essex County Council (eCC) to
consider the different pilots and
models implemented, including their
performance and socio-economic
impact. the evaluation included:
● Surveys with service users
(who provided consent) via
participation in a telephone
survey on joining the project
and again three months later.
● Interviews with key stakeholders,
including partners and those
that had made referrals,
to obtain feedback on the
outcomes and impacts achieved,
what worked well and any
areas for development.
● analysis of cost, economic and
social impacts - the impact on
primary, secondary and social care
service use and the associated
cost savings generated were
analysed using the Manchester
new economy database.
The full ﬁndings were not available
at the time of writing this report.
However, many respondents
reported improvements in well-being
following their referral to the service
with many reporting an increase
in feelings of satisfaction with life,
feelings of life being worthwhile
and feelings of happiness while half
reported a decrease in feelings of
anxiety. In addition, there was some
evidence of improvements in social
connectedness, increased optimism
and reduced feelings of depression.

CASE STuDY
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one Gp interviewed for the basildon and brentwood
Social prescribing project highlighted that many
of the patients they have referred no longer come
back to see them for the same issues.
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It was noted that, since referring to the Social prescribing
project, they have made fewer referrals to the mental
health team. this was particularly in relation to frequent
attenders who need social support but have no medical
needs (e.g. are socially isolated or need help with financial
issues that are impacting on their overall health and
wellbeing). as a result, they believed the project has helped
to reduce the number of unnecessary appointments.
Consultee Interview for the Basildon and
Brentwood Social Prescribing Project

Qualitative feedback via service
user case studies and stakeholder
feedback suggested that the support
provided has helped to increase
independence and conﬁdence
to allow user engagement in
community activities in which they
may not otherwise have participated.
none of this work would
have happen without a skilled
network of quality assured local
providers. During the year, we
worked with 38 core providers
to provide support to patients
and we are indebted to them for
their important contributions.

Next Steps

Community agents and provide
lifestyle Service. this exciting
new development will build on
the work already undertaken by
the Social prescribing navigator
Service to increase the role of
social prescribing in Gp practices.
this is welcome as it will enable
an expanded and consistent
service across all practices in
basildon and brentwood. We
look forward to reporting on
progress and the outcome of the
evaluation work in our next report.
We will also be exploring how
this new service can with work
with basildon Hospital to
minimise patient pressures.

We are pleased to report that further
funding to extend the project has
been agreed. the service will be
a partnership between basildon,
billericay and Wickford CvS,
annual report 2016–17
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Volunteer Centre

T

he year has been very
productive. the attainment
of ISo9001 accreditation,
the establishment of a new
volunteer manager’s forum, growing
volunteer numbers, continuing
work with other volunteer Centres
across essex on the development
of the volunteer essex website
and an expanding timebank.
these were just some of the
highlights for the Centre this year.
our brokerage work continues
to grow and, last year, over 382
new volunteers registered with the
volunteer essex website. this meant
that 645 potential volunteers were
referred to volunteering involving
organisations. We continue to
work in close partnership with
a wide variety of agencies to
develop local volunteering.
new volunteering opportunities
can only be developed through
good partnership working. In
addition to working with the
Homelessness Working Group,
work has also been undertaken to
facilitate the placement of a group
of volunteers from ford Motor
Company. by working with fords and
a local Scout group, the volunteer
Centre was able to facilitate the
placement of this group at a
campsite to undertake some much
needed repair and maintenance
work at the site to enable its
continued use for the beneﬁt of
young people in the borough.
We continue to work in close
partnership with a wide variety

14
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of agencies to develop local
volunteering. timebanking is one
way for individuals groups and
organisations to share their skills,
time and resources in a mutually
beneﬁcial way. “Time Credits”
are earned for each hour of help
or support given. these can then
be spent by the volunteers or
organisations to receive help
and support with things that
they need assistance with.
In february 2017, the volunteer
Centre took on the management of
the Wickford timebank with a view
to expanding it into a borough wide
“basildon billericay & Wickford (bbW)
timebank”. expanding the scope
of this project will enable a greater
number of people and organisations
to participate and beneﬁt from
this unique type of volunteering.
the volunteer Centre has been
active in developing new ways to
promote volunteering. With the
continued growth of electronic
communication, a lot of work
has been done on increasing
our presence and raising our
proﬁle on various internet-based
platforms. We have established
a fortnightly bulletin to highlight
upcoming events, new volunteering
opportunities and provide
information about organisations
that are looking for volunteers.
Some of the other means of
marketing our work have been:
● Involvement in the volunteer
essex Development Group which
is responsible for the management

“this meant that 645
potential volunteers
were referred to
volunteering involving
organisations. ”
of the volunteer essex Website
● providing presentations to

partner organisations
● volunteers Week events
– organised 5 days of
events involving 18 different
organisations including the active
basildon & active brentwood
valuing volunteers event.
● attended external events such as
the basildon Council volunteer
awards, “What’s on in Wickford”
(WoW), a Youth volunteering event
hosted by essex Youth Service,
the Heart of pitsea project Health
awareness Day to promote the
health beneﬁts of volunteering.
Internally, much of the focus of the
volunteer Centre network was on
obtaining ISo 9001 accreditation.
this was achieved in January 2017.
the volunteer Centres are rightly
proud of this achievement and
we will be working to ensure that
this good practice is embedded
into all our work in basildon.
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Financial review of activities

T

he total income for
2016/17 was £317,796
against total expenditure
of £318,228.
At the end of the ﬁnancial year,
£89,874 remained as restricted
funds. the organisation’s
free reserves reduced from
£171,367 to £150,455.

We are only too aware of the
ﬁnancial pressures experienced
by our funders and, as such, the
trustees wish to thank our core
funders for their continued support.
the strategy of the organisation
remains one which aims to have
core funding from local authorities
and income generation and to
enable on-going development
through project funding from
large funders like the big
lottery, and charitable trusts.
as a board, the trustees
are committed to:
● Keeping the reserves policy
under review to ensure it
meets a charity’s changing
needs and circumstances.
● ensuring that the level of reserves
is monitored throughout the year.

an indicator of future funding
needs. In the development of this
Basildon, Billericay & Wickford | CVS
policy, the board is mindful of
risks identiﬁed in the services risk
assessment and action plan.
following an earlier review,
it was recommended that the
reserves be set at the equivalent
of 18 months’ core costs. this will
enable provision to be made for the
risk of unforeseen emergency or
other unexpected need for funds,
- for instance, providing cover for
unforeseen day-to-day operational
costs, changes or a reduction in
a source of income (e.g. a grant,
not being renewed enabling
funds needed to give the trustees
time to take action if income falls
below expectations) and to make
provision for redundancy costs.
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Policies and Reserves
We continue to obtain our core
funding from essex County Council
and basildon borough Council.
However, we remain committed
to diversifying our sources of
funding and are pleased to report
that over 82% of our funding in
2016/17 came from other sources.
as well as our core funders, this
year we received funding from
the big local trust, the peoples
Health trust, essex County Council
for our Warm Homes Grant and
the basildon and brentwood
Clinical Commissioning Group.

our aim is to ensure that we can
give conﬁdence to stakeholders
that the charity’s ﬁnances are being
managed and can also provide

Year ending

2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

Incoming resources

£317,796

£245,111

£231,909

£140,985

£134,040

resources expended

£318,228

£255,744

£187,884

£121,919

£137,790

Surplus / (Deﬁcit)

-£432

-£10,633

£44,025

£19,066

-£3,750

fund balance

£240,329

£240,761

£251,394

£207,369

£188,303

annual report 2016–17
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Basildon, Billericay & Wickford

Our staff and trustees
Chris Evans – Chief Officer
E: chris@bbwcvs.org.uk
T: 01268 294781
Catherine Sackey – Funding and
Development Services Manager
E: catherine@bbwcvs.org.uk
T: 01268 294439

Our thanks...

As a CVS we recognise the important role our partners
can play in assisting us to improve and develop our
services. As a result we have continued to work with
other providers and community and voluntary
groups.& Wickford
Basildon, Billericay

This year we would like to thank a number of partners.
The following list is not exhaustive but our thanks to:

Basildon, Billericay
& Wickford
CVS
● Leah Douglas
and William| Crossman

Emily Lawrence – Volunteer Co-ordinator
E: volcentre@bbwcvs.org.uk
T: 01268 294420
Simon Johnson – Big Local
Development Worker
E: hello@heartofpitsea.co.uk
T: 07572 001671
Gill Buttwell – Heart of Pitsea Administrator
E: admin@heartofpitsea.co.uk
Jean Broadbent – Social
Prescription Project Navigator
E: jean@bbwcvs.org.uk
T: 01268 294125
Farxiya Ismail – Social Prescription
Project Navigator
E: farry@bbwcvs.org.uk
T: 01268 294125

at Basildon Borough Council
Helen Lax at Essex County Council
● The Heart of Pitsea residents
● Colleagues from the Essex CVS network
and local Volunteer Centres with especial
thanks to Colchester CVS for their work
on Strengthening Communities
● Pearl Figueira, Grants Support Officer
at The People’s Health Trust
● Emma Branch and David Fazey at the
Basildon and Brentwood CCG
●

We are indebted to the support of our volunteers
so a big thanks to all the volunteers that started
with us during the 16/17 financial year:
 andy Workman
M
Gill Morrell		
● Jay-Marie Nair
● Robert Wheeler
● Robin Athur 		
● Anita Hagen 		
● Amanda Nicholls

 rabella Smith
A
Iris Goodwin
● Robert Hendy
● Tricia Marshall
● Jackie Warren
● Lawrence Hill

●

●

●

●

Pauline Whale – Social Prescription
Project Administrator
E: SPAdmin@bbwcvs.org.uk
T: 01268 294125

Supporting our local charities

www.bbwcvs.org.uk

